FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
NEW LOTS RELEASED AT ONE OF KLEINBURG’S MOST PROMINENET RESIDENTIAL
SITES
Kleinburg, Ontario – Following the tremendous success of the first two phases, three of the GTA’s top real
estate developers are pleased to announce the release of expansive new lots at Impressions of Kleinburg,
Kleinburg’s most popular residential development.
A master-planned community from Arista Homes, Fieldgate Homes, and Paradise Homes, Impressions of
Kleinburg now includes a fabulous new collection of single-detached homes, offering homebuyers three
incredible new lots to choose from. Starting from the mid $700’s, homes at Impressions are now available
on spacious Crescent Lots, Court Lots, and Ravine Lots.
With an abundance of selection, including townhomes, semi-detached and singles, Impressions of
Kleinburg has something to meet every family’s lifestyle and needs.
Featuring a range of walking/biking trails, neighbourhood parks, and roundabouts, the Impressions
community will blend seamlessly into the natural landscape of the Kleinburg village. From the gourmet
kitchens to the spa-inspired ensuites, Impressions offers sophisticated, modern living at its best, showcasing
their maximum livability and potential.
Nestled between the east and west branches of the Humber River, Kleinburg’s unique setting offers
residents an experience unlike any other in the City of Vaughan. Rich in Victoria Era character and oldworld charm, the village’s main street contains a mix of heritage buildings and commercial spaces including an array of local shops, cafés and restaurants. With easy access to Highways 7, 400, and the 407,
residents at Impressions will have every city amenity right at their fingertips.
For more information on this fabulous community, visit the Impressions of Kleinburg sales office located
on the North-East corner of HWY 27 & Major MacKenzie Dr. W., Monday to Thursday from 1p.m. to 8p.m.,
Saturday and Sunday from 11a.m. to 6p.m.; Friday: Closed; call 905-893-9500 or visit
impressionskleinburg.com
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